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ABSTRACT This paper provides an overview of blockchain technology’s security and privacy features,
as well as an overview of IoT-based cache memory and single-bit six transistor static random-access memory
cell sense amplifier architecture. Each chip’s memory is used for recorded as blocks, which are encrypted
and used as a blockchain for other memory devices. The architectures comprise of the circuit of write
driver, six transistor static random access memory cells, and sense amplifiers such as current differential
sense amplifier, charge transfer differential sense amplifier, and voltage latch sense amplifier. Furthermore,
different parameters such as the number of transistors, sensing delay, and power consumption have been
analyzed for varying resistance values (i.e., R=42.3� and R=42.3K�). Apart from that, power reduction
techniques such as dual sleep, forced stack, sleep transistor, and sleep stack are used to optimize power
consumption. These power reduction techniques are applied over different blocks of architecture, such as
six transistors static random access memory cell and sense amplifier to optimize power consumption of
the architecture. The conclusion arises that a single-bit six transistor static random access memory cell with
power reduction dual sleep technique voltage latch sense amplifier with power reduction dual sleep technique
in architecture consumes 11.65µWof power and has 33 transistors which are lowest from other architectures.

INDEX TERMS Circuit of write driver (CWD), sense amplifier (SA), current differential sense amplifier
(CDSA), charge transfer differential sense amplifier (CTDSA), voltage latch sense amplifier (VLSA), six
transistor static random-access memory (6T-SRAM).

I. INTRODUCTION
Modern integrated circuits (ICs) carry sensitive data which
must be kept safe for concealment. In the last five years,
a broad spectrum of attacks on ICs and memories, most of
which focused on cache and memory vulnerabilities, smart
cards, and other similar devices [1]. The problem worsens
when credit cards and other legal papers containing biomet-
rics are targeted because sensitive information is stored in
memory. Computer systems receive a lot of attention during
execution. Since the recorded data is available quickly after
the device loses power, specific primary memory attacks
were investigated. These attacks, known as cold-boot attacks,
are intended to obtain the latest information stored in the
memory [2]. Because the main memory is more accessible
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in memory systems than other levels of memory, the security
is weaker. It can thus be destroyed using less complicated
technological means by an attacker. During cold-boot attacks,
the information is frozen for a long to remove the memory
module and download the material to a backup system that
stores data in plain text [3]. To bypass this, during the mem-
ory transaction, data is encrypted, which enhances security.
An increase in the cache size can make up for the loss of
bus performance. Cache memory is now located on the same
central processing unit (CPU), either stacked on top of it
or incorporated, for performance reasons, unlike main mem-
ory [4]. This keeps the data in plain text and keeps the cache-
to-CPU performance costs low. In addition, to reduce the need
for central memory transfers, several encryption techniques
will be implemented in cache memory [5].

A small memory cache is used between the central pro-
cessor and the main memory unit. A store is physically and
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logically closer to the main memory. The top address bits are
stored in the tag, while the bottom address bits are stored
in the index [6]. Before being used, the cache’s contents are
purged. The cache memory is divided into several sections.
When a specific amount of information is discovered, the
central processor unit checks a cache memory to see if it
is there; if it is, it is called a cache hit; if it is not, it is
called a cache miss [7]. Hit latency and missing latency terms
describe delays in such situations. Caches are divided into
two types: data storage and instruction storage. Cache mem-
ory has several advantages, including high speed, low latency,
faster information gathering, and fast data access. Power
consumption and area are also essential considerations [8].

A. SECURITY ISSUES IN CACHE MEMORY
A new storage channel testing cache debug capability is
used in embedded devices. Interlock, threshold, and order-
ing algorithms are used in the storage channels. To depict
numbers and characters on or off, the author uses the state
of variables. The covered canal and the side canal serve as
crossing highways. The software characteristics utilized to
develop cryptosystems for data transport are called microar-
chitecture. Famous privilege bits data cache per line is now
available via a new covert channel. Covert channels do not
use heuristic timings; it was disclosed [9]. The processing
of internal and external interruptions in the cache memory
of a group of words is part of the encoded mapping of a
cache on a cubic basis. The cubic configuration approach
remains the corresponding mapping method. Hash features
may be an excellent choice. The temporal and geographical
position of reference is explored. The objective is to examine
the evolution of creative, associative mapping throughout
time [10]. Physical memory is known as associative memory.
Tag, block, and word are included in the attributes. Cubic
cache mapping requires the linear restoration of actual ref-
erences using a standard approach. Graceful Code (GC) is
a probable case study in this respect. The necessity for a
state-of-the-art memory test technique is urgently needed.
A resource mapping extension is a one-to-one extension.
These approaches offer options to improve the cache’s design
and guard against attacks [11].

Create a cache-like architecture using instructions. Side-
channel cache and data assaults cache is utilized for soft-
ware operations to extract encrypted keys, and hence there
is a lack of adequate security [12]. The author uses random
permutation software for preloading information. There is
a compromise between hardware complexity and overhead
performance. A target branch buffer and an updated pol-
icy prevent data diffusion. In modular exponentiation, the
square matrix multiplying approach is used. Other condi-
tional branches, such as branch target buffer (BTB), should be
avoided. For cache attacks, secret keys are necessary. When
software and hardware are integrated, data cache protection
methods are formed. All the critical data by the exception
handler is directed into the cache [13]. Cache-based associa-
tive mapping is utilized when the cache memory is designed

using a cache controller. The spatial location of the reference
point is used. The cache miss ratio is checked by the tech-
nique [14]. They can be utilized in processors based on field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGA). The cache controller that
adjusts the address range in the cache tag memory supplies
the microprocessor address range.

When side-channel assaults are common, the safety of
a secure cache architecture is challenged. The caching
approach uses dynamic memory for eviction-based
re-mapping. By slightly altering the substitution method, bet-
ter results can be produced.Memory exploitation of addresses
can find secret keys [15]. Different types of attacks must
be considered. Prime and sample attacks can fill the entire
cache region with nasty stuff. The spy technique, which
includes counting cache hits, is compelling in this scenario.
The evict and time attacks are used to determine how long it
takes for data to be encrypted. It is possible to improve the
replacement algorithm [16]. The new cache does not prevent
eviction and time assaults. The new store may work. Mobile
devices which use user security and privacy cache memory
are subject to time-driven cache attacks. This type has two
phases: research and aggression [17]. The correlation step
includes an extensive critical search phase.

Energy efficiency in multi-tasking systems is a significant
concern in the cache colour technique to reduce leakage
energy [18]. Dynamic profiling with dynamic cache recon-
figuration is available for the optimum energy efficiency
memory subsystem. Improving the efficiency of memory
encryption in multi-processor systems considers the most
trusted physically attacked chip. Security measures such
as confidentiality and integrity are essential beyond the
chip [19]. A suitable counter cache technique can be imple-
mented using the consistency protocol. During cache coop-
eration, the coherence protocol improves the rate of counter
cache hits saved. As previously mentioned, these techniques
enhance cache memory architecture’s overall performance.
When side-channel data are detected, the theoretical usage
of cache memory on a side-channel based on cryptography is
a possible option [20]. Simple text encryption allows for data
hacking. Computational power approaches based on tech-
niques like fundamental and differential power analysis can
be used to hide confidential data in memory devices. Cache
hits, cache misses, and cache size are all significant factors.
A store must be shut off to prevent data theft if the power
is turned off. A stock is built into a processor to avoid an
attack on the algorithm’s implementation. Timing skews and
spurious operations are included in the approach to confound
the intruder [21].

The timing phenomenon is utilized to guard against attack
in the software strategy. There is the ability to recover
secret keys using particular side-channel attacks. Modifica-
tions in algorithms only increase safety to a limited amount.
This approach produces encryption that is based on a sand-
box [22]. Redundancy instructions are entered as binary
codes in a cypher mode. Two components of the sandbox
method are the interpreter and the translator. Creation of the
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pseudo-random number by reading time stamped counter.
Additional time is given through redundancy. Soft errors
create transitory failures; thus, lowering costs to protect large
caches against errors is a brilliant idea [23]. The last stage
is to employ power scaling methods to reduce power. Stores
use chip memory designs in today’s microprocessors. For this
aim, a reorder buffer technique is utilized. In the architecture,
several schemes are used. The first approach for repairing and
protecting errors is based on dirty cache lines. Cache lines are
cleaned, and parity checks are carried out for protection [24].

Attacks come with new cache designs that are easy to
run on several platforms. This method does not need the
use of any special equipment. In addition, no more comput-
ing power is required. The secret key may be retrieved by
simply measuring the time. Two essential mitigation tech-
niques are found in this investigation. The primary priority
is partition-based work to eliminate interference with the
cache memory. The second technique guarantees random
cache interference. The technologies presented here provide
hardware solutions based on mathematical rules theoreti-
cally [25]. Physical security measures are vulnerable to side-
channel attacks. Microarchitecture side-channel attacks are
being investigated. A memory cache with low power con-
sumption is created. Cache memory with BTB-based branch
prediction [26] is a one-of-a-kind type of cache memory.
Defensive techniques based on the square and multiplying
approaches provide significant results on an algorithmic and
architectural level. Conventional attacks attempt to break
data by flushing the S-box components from the cache.
During the encryption process, a cache miss is introduced,
and power traces are used. It is not necessary to empty the
cache before encrypting the data. After that, they are added
to the cypher’s block. There is no need for randomization.
Before the actual calculation begins, counter measures are
taken by inserting a series of s-boxes into the encryption
method [27].

Data screening-based secure data authentication in mem-
ories, power reduction and cell stability based on dynami-
cally isolated read static random success storage, and data
screening-based secure memory storage data authentication
are all thoroughly addressed, with viable solutions. Cache
consistency management performance analysis in a mobile
environment using agent technology [28] is a possiblemethod
for providing cache safety.

B. HOW COULD BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY BENEFIT
FROM THE INTERNET OF THINGS?
Blockchain technology is hype high, then a rough of decep-
tion, but might rise again. Enter blockchain, a digital leader
technology that enables organizations to engage and record
these transactions safely and unchangingly on many com-
puters connected through an interface between peer and peer
networks. Recent advances such as the emergence of COVID-
19 have led to the blockchain, which has accelerated digital
trends with reduced workforce social distance [29].

C. HOW DOES BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY WORK?
Decentralization means that data storage machines could
belong to different entities. In other words, there is a risk that
uses sensitive information will be stored and exposed to third
parties by default if not appropriately done. Figure 1 shows
blockchain for the Internet of Thing applications [30].

FIGURE 1. Blockchain for the internet of thing applications.

Then users have an immutable data structure that may
indicate who and when their data has been viewed. One
further step, blockchain technology, can store data access
permissions for users. Every third party wishing to have user
datamust first ask for it, and a request and reply can be kept on
the blockchain. Users and requesters now have an immutable
database that identifies who has long-term access to precise
information [31]. This program can improve the privacy of a
data market and provide users with the backbone to benefit
from the sale of their knowledge.

D. INTERNET OF THINGS AND BLOCKCHAIN BENEFITS
A distributed blockchain manipulator reduces stakeholder’s
requirement for confidence between themselves, a senior
vice president, and the worldwide payment manager of an
information technology (IT) services company. Therefore,
no single body controls the large number of data that internet
of thing (IoT) devices creates. It is almost difficult for anyone
to change current data records with blockchain encryption.
And using blockchain to store IoT data gives another security
layer to prevent malicious attackers from accessing the net-
work [32]. A critical concern for IoT providers is protecting
information throughout the entire IoT ecosystem. IoT devices
can easily be a goal of distributed denial-of-service attacks,
malicious attackers, and security data breaches. The marriage
of IoT and blockchain opens the doors to new opportunities
which eliminate inherent inefficiencies, increase security and
enhance transparency among all parties involved while allow-
ing safe machine-to-machine transactions [33].
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FIGURE 2. Blockchain and IoT are the following advantages.

Figure 2 shows blockchain and IoT advantages. Blockchain
is an example that seems like a technology of transformation,
but themeaningful implementation of cryptocurrencies above
and above has not been achieved [34]. IoT deployments
face various challenges, including cost, security, privacy,
and data exchange. Although these are different challenges,
there are many connections. IoT clients, typically paired by
business partners, demand quick and cost-effective IoT data
and insights andmust be confident. The blockchainmay all be
the backbone. Blockchain is encrypted and safeguarded with
many independent nodes, reviewing chain updates to prevent
unpleasant behaviors before upgrades. All parties involved
may monitor and confirm the blockchain to increase data
availability and confidence without burdensome and costly
bureaucratic layers [35].

E. SOLVE THE SECURITY PROBLEM IN CACHE MEMORY
USING BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Proponents of blockchain-known distributed ledger technol-
ogy regard, it as one of the finest solutions to safeguard
transactions [36].

1) SECURITY BY THE BLOCKS
Blockchain is a digital block sequence containing transaction
data. Each brick is connected to the blocks before and after
it. A hacker would have to modify the block holding that
record and its links, making it impossible to manipulate a
single form to evade discovery [37]. This may not seem to be
a dissuasive measure, but blockchain has some fundamental
features that give more safety. Cryptography is employed to
safeguard blockchain records. The value of early warning to
avert future damage cannot be overestimated. Unfortunately,
blockchains are decentralized for those determined hackers
and extend over regularly updated and synchronized peer-
to-peer networks. Blockchains have no single failure point
and cannot be changed by a single machine as they are not
centrally stored [38].

2) ALL BLOCKCHAINS ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL
Today, there are two main kinds of blockchain: private and
public, each with unique characteristics [39]. There are

several vital variations between public and private blockchains
that might change their level of security. The apparent differ-
ence is that public blockchains verify transactions and bundle
them in blocks to add machines linked to the repository.
Any Internet-connected computer is welcome to participate
in the celebration [40]. On the other hand, private blockchains
generally enable only known companies to join. When they
operate together, they establish a covert, members-only busi-
ness network. This difference has significant implications
for the storage and access of (potentially sensitive) data
through the web. Another significant contrast is that public
blockchains typically rely on the idea of anonymity.

In contrast, private blockchains rely on identification to
validate their membership and access credentials that enable
network participants to know who they interact with specifi-
cally. For a blockchain to be included, network participants
must agree that the transaction is the sole version of the
truth [41]. On the other hand, a private blockchain is an autho-
rized network in which a method called ‘‘selected endorse-
ment’’ reaches consensus, in which recognized users validate
transactions.

3) A BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK IS ONLY AS SECURE AS IT’s
INFRASTRUCTURE
Blockchain has inherent safety features, recognized infras-
tructure vulnerabilities can be exploited by unscrupulous
actors. Prevent anybody, even root users and managers, from
accessing sensitive data. Encryption keys should be main-
tained appropriately to guarantee that they are never misused
utilizing the highest security standards. Blockchain platform
to discover more about the first fully integrated blockchain
platform for companies designed to speed up the building,
governance, and managing of a multi-agency network [42].

F. INTERNET OF THINGS MEMORY: AN OVERVIEW
Internet of things develops at a dizzying pace; designers
have created new difficulties and opportunities. On the other
hand, do not forget about the gadget’s memory requirements.
The rapid rise of the Internet of Things has presented new
opportunities and difficulties for designers [43]. Any new IoT
technology or update to an older one will have memory needs
that must be met. The number of memory options for IoT
devices has not yet reached the market, but choosing what to
add may feel like that.

1) MEMORY CONSIDERATIONS
The device priorities are the first item to consider while
considering memory options. Depending on the device, the
author may need to consider the following factors [44],
as shown in Figure 3.

2) INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT) MEMORY TYPES
Embedded technology developers usually use one of the
following options to choose memory. Figure 4. shows IoT
Memory Types [45].
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FIGURE 3. Factors of memory consideration.

FIGURE 4. IoT memory types.

3) WHAT IS MEMORY OF COMPUTERS?
Memory of computer is important because a computer cannot
do anything unless it has enough memory to do it.

FIGURE 5. Computer memory classification.

The memory [46] is where data and instructions for per-
forming specific computer system tasks are kept. Data can be
stored and retrieved from the computer’s memory. Building

blocks of memory are the individual memory cells that make
up memory. The unique address of a memory cell refers to
the index or identifier number assigned to each memory cell
in a computer system. The central processing unit (CPU)
is in charge of figuring out which memory cells need data
sent to them or read from them. The system’s performance is
influenced by the computer’s random access memory (RAM)
and CPU [47]. The CPU has a limited capacity for storing
vast amounts of data or applications. The classification of
computer memory is shown in Figure 5 [48].

4) A BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK IS ONLY AS SECURE AS
ITS INFRASTRUCTURE
Embedded multimedia cards (eMMC) provide large amounts
of storage for a low price while also providing outstanding
performance and requiring little power when in use, mak-
ing internet of things devices more affordable. [49]. The
cards feature bespoke controllers that make interfacing with
application systems easier. The fact is that eMMC is among
the finest owing to its capacity to handle many operations
simultaneously and therefore increase its speed by up to 30%.
The cards also provide better security by extending the basic
type-protection capabilities to prohibit rewriting or deleting
user data without authorization [50].

Section I describes the introduction of IoT, the relation-
ship between IoT and blockchain, how blockchain works,
what is computer memory, IoT memory types, solving
the security problem in cache memory using blockchain
technology and IoT, and blockchain benefits. Subsections
of I describe the following security issues in the cache
memory, how blockchain technology benefits the IoT,
and the solution of a security problem using blockchain
technology. IoT memory: An overview moving toward
the II section is a review of recent papers on IoT, blockchain,
and cache memory. Section III is divided into four subsec-
tions and discusses power reduction techniques. A subsec-
tion of section III describes the power reduction dual sleep
technique, the power reduction sleep transistor technique, the
power reduction sleep stack technique, and the power reduc-
tion forced stack technique. Section IV describes the single-
bit 6T-SRAM SA architecture’s functional block diagram,
divided into three subsections, and describes CWD working
and schematic, 6T-SRAM Cell working and schematic, and
different sense amplifiers like CDSA, CTDSA, and VLSA.
Section V describes simulated result analysis and discussion.
The conclusion of the paper is described in Section VI. The
shortcomings of single-bit 6T-SRAM SA architecture are
consumption of power and delay in sensing. To optimize con-
sumption of power, techniques of power reduction are applied
and due to this reason number of transistors are increases and
the area increases.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Blockchain, the internet of things, and artificial intelligence
(AI) breakthroughs are no longer a secret because of their
potential to change company structures and disrupt entire
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industries. Blockchain, for example, provides a shared and
decentralized distributed ledger that improves trust, trans-
parency, security, and privacy in corporate processes. These
details almost all relate to money or identification. Because
of the internet of things (IoT) in, German and European enter-
prises must focus on automation and user-friendliness [51].

The cloud simplifies data storage, processing, and transfer.
Despite the current cloud-centered design, which enables
rapid deployment of IoT applications, isolated data silos
have hampered the potential of IoT for holistic data analysis.
Instead of accessing data by a centralized privacy authority,
the authors provide people autonomy over their data. Data
streams from IoT devices necessitate a specialized frame-
work. The author uses blockchain as an auditable and dis-
tributed control layer for secure and dependable storage layer
access. This decentralized storage system uses blockchain
technology to keep track of time-series data generated by
IoT devices [52].

Intelligent health systems are already capable of providing
increasingly sophisticated services in real-time, due to this
rapid expansion of the internet of medical things (IoMT).
When it comes to privacy and security, the Internet of Things
creates serious issues. Because of the extensive range of
devices, it is also impossible to develop a single security
standard solution. Instead of a decentralized IoMT health-
care system, current IoMT healthcare systems rely on cloud
computing for electronic health record (EHR) and medi-
cal services, which is unsustainable. While retaining system
security and privacy for all parties involved, the authors
suggest a new Blockchain-based architecture for decentral-
ized EHR and intelligent contract-based service automa-
tion. Researchers have combined a distributed blockchain
data storage system with a hybrid computing paradigm in
our architecture to address some of the shortcomings of
blockchain-based cloud-centric IoMT health systems, such
as excessive latency, high storage costs, and a single point
of failure. Researchers created a selective ring-based access
monitoring system with device authentication and patient
anonymity algorithms to make the system more secure. This
system is decentralized and selective. The author has studied
the proposed system’s data interchange latency and cost-
effectiveness. According to the author’s logical analysis, our
architecture-based security and privacy solutions meet the
decentralized IoMT innovative health systems [2].

Blockchain and IoT are the mottoes in the information
technology (IT) community. Both advancements have a sig-
nificant influence on our everyday lives. The internet col-
lects and supplies enormous amounts of information from
worldwide. IoT contains heterogeneous devices interacting
across numerous networks, conveying sensitive and uncritical
data, creating safety and administration concerns for data
collection. For IoT-based data transfer, a secure blockchain-
based architecture is proposed [53].

The internet publishes and exchanges enormous amounts
of data every day. Small data components enable machine-
to-machine communication as the IoT grows and add network

edge reading sensors and actuators. IPv6 datagram messages
are commonly utilized as IoT content objects. End-to-end
Internet protocol transmission and security are frequently
used in IoT connections [54].

IoT is rapidly gaining popularity. Our homes and hospitals
are full of sensors that monitor environmental changes and
provide various beneficial services. The increased use of IoT
raises several security concerns. IoT architecture is described
first, followed by the safety issues, technical challenges, and
requirements found inside the three-layer structure. There
are investigations into the following topics: threats to the
IoT and countermeasures and preventative measures to be
implemented in each domain [55].

The core IoT infrastructure comprises applications, gate-
ways, processors, and sensors. Low-power and high-speed
memory, such as six transistors static random-access memory
(6T-SRAM) and read only memory (ROM), is required for
these subsystems. High-speed or low-power applications can
determine how much memory is needed for IoT applica-
tions. Mobile and handheld devices require ultra-low power
6T-SRAM as low-power gadgets become more common.
At the same time, the 6T-SRAM’s performance should not
be harmed. Wearable devices are the newest trend, and 6T-
SRAMs with ultra-low power consumption are required. The
application determines the amount of memory needed in
IoT systems. Dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) and
flash memory, for example, are used in applications that
require a large amount of data storage and management. Fast
6T-SRAM memory is necessary for applications requiring a
high transmission rate [56].

Due to its excellent performance, 6T-SRAM cache mem-
ories are frequently utilized. The 6T-SRAM chip is a crucial
component of system on chips (SOCs) because they regulate
energy consumption and operational speed. The low power
6T-SRAM is therefore vital. Low power design has been a
significant problem in current portable and small chip designs
as complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) has
declined. Speed, power consumption, size, and dependability
to enhance performance are the critical areas of concern in
today’s technology [57].

To bridge the programming execution over numerous
power cycles, intermittent IoT devices typically leverage
emerging non-memory technologies. Cache contents are
cross-checked with non-volatile memory register contents
during power outages. Despite being a pure non-volatile
cache, it has low efficiency due to its high write latency and
energy costs. A quick restart is possible using this technique
even when there isn’t a considerable cache condition [58].

Gupta, Navneet, et al. [2021] These memories use classic
differential sensing to store data. Because of the unidirec-
tionality of TFETs, which makes it impossible to give a SA
differential output, single-end sensing is a possible alternative
to enhanced tunnel field-effect transistor (TFET) memory
cells. As a result, single-end sensing is employed in most
recent TFET memories for reading. The bulk of TFET mem-
ory bit cells mentioned in the literature uses static power
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several decades below their CMOS equivalents. However,
their performance is limited. As a result, the major challenge
with creating single-end sensing is to rely upon the use of a
tiny sense amplifier (SA) to differentiate the 1 and 0 while
minimizing a necessary bit line voltage loss [59].

SA plays a vital role in memory circuit design, operation,
and durability. The proposed circuit is a PMOS SA with high
output impedance, minimal sense delays, and low power use.
The proposed course performs the same duties as the existing
circuits but reduces sensing delay and less power usage [60].

The architecture of semiconductor memory devices is a
fascinating subject in and of itself. The cell’s structure and
topology are mapped out using cutting-edge technologies.
As a result of the suggested memory architecture’s attention
to low-power designs and, more critically, system require-
ments increase memory performance while also taking the
type of memory unit desired for specific technology and
application into account. Memory architecture and periph-
eral components are the study’s primary concerns. Designing
memory begins with specifying the architecture and organi-
zation of individual memory cells [61].

A technological decline leads to a decrease in voltage sup-
ply, leading to power leakage. The data stability of 6T-SRAM
cells is dependent on the most prominent direct current (DC)
noise, which can be ignored on the intercoupled outputs of the
inverters without damaging the data. The finger approach is
used to design different 6T-SRAM cells that reduce the cell’s
surface area. This technique also required the removal of the
parasite in the layout design. After the simulation, it was
found that the performance of the 10T design exceeds all
other 6T-SRAM simulated cells [62].

As technology improves, so does the capability required
by the latest technological devices. Electrical appliances
depend on the 6T-SRAM cache to provide this level of
security. 6T-SRAM cells have recently been developed to
address these issues. However, achieving balanced perfor-
mance across all sub-nanometer technology’s 6T-SRAM
cell attributes. The novel 6T-SRAM design proposed aims
to boost performance by several folds. The cell uses the
stacking strategy to reduce energy usage [63]. There are
three types of leakage reduction solutions for modern
6T-SRAM: latches bit lines and read ports. 6T-SRAM is
sensitive to both inter-die and intra-die process changes,
the multi-threshold CMOS approach, drowsy mode, and
Substrate-biased approaches have themost remarkable ability
to reduce latch leakages [64].

III. TECHNIQUES OF POWER REDUCTION
Techniques of power reduction can be utilized in many cir-
cuits to reduce power consumption, increasing the number of
transistors used in the design [65]. The following are some
examples of techniques.

A. POWER REDUCTION DUAL SLEEP TECHNIQUE
Dual sleep technique makes use of two PMOS transistors
and two NMOS transistors. Both PMOS and NMOS are

utilized in the header and footer. In the inactive mode, one
transistor is turned on while the other is switched to the off
state of operation. Figure 6 shows how PMOS and NMOS
store energy when a computer is in sleep mode.

FIGURE 6. Power reduction dual sleep technique.

B. POWER REDUCTION SLEEP TRANSISTOR TECHNIQUE
In this technique between the VDD and the upstream net-
work, there is a high-threshold sleep transistor, and between
the downstream network and the GND, there is another sleep
transistor. These transistors are activated when the circuit is
turned on or off, as indicated in Figures 6 and 7 [66].

FIGURE 7. Power reduction sleep transistor technique.

C. POWER REDUCTION SLEEP STACK TECHNIQUE
The forced stack is combined with a sleep transistor for
maximum efficiency using a sleepy stack. Compared to using
a forced stack, the sleeping stack technique uses high transis-
tors with latency penalties and is in sleep mode in the same
logical state as the forced stack. As illustrated in Figure 8,
this results in sleepy stack technology using ultra-low leakage
power while still keeping a superior form [67].

D. POWER REDUCTION FORCED STACK TECHNIQUE
The force stack technique reduces sub-threshold leakage
current by doubling the size of an existing transistor.
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FIGURE 8. Power reduction sleep stack technique schematic.

The transistor’s present state can be saved even after it has
been turned off. Because of the significant increase in latency
(as seen in Figure 9), the high Vth transistor cannot be used
in this design [68].

FIGURE 9. Power reduction forced stack technique schematic.

IV. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SINGLE-BIT
6T-SRAM SA ARCHITECTURE
CWD, 6T-SRAM, and SA are the three blocks that make up
the Cache Memory Design Macro (such as CDSA, CTDSA,
and VLSA).

FIGURE 10. Functional block diagram of single-bit 6T-SRAM SA
architecture.

The 6T-SRAM macro connection connects these four
units. The array of 6T-SRAM is what makes up the

memory module. As well as controlling various control
signals, the control unit generates and operates a circuit
comprising a write driver and a sensing amplifier [69].
Figure 10 depicts the single-bit 6T-SRAM SA architec-
ture’s functional block diagram. Cache memory design
for single-bit architecture comprises CWD, 6T-SRAM, and
CDSA, as shown in Figure 11 [70].

FIGURE 11. Single-bit 6T-SRAM CDSA architecture schematic.

It is separated into three parts:
a) CWD has two i/p pins (Word Enable (WE) and DATA)

and two o/p pins (BTL and BTLBAR).
b) 6T-SRAM is a connection to the CWD through bit lines

and has one i/p pin (Word Line, i.e., WL) and two o/p
pins (V1 and V2), and is connected to the sa via bit lines
with capacitance and resistance.

c) SA has two o/p pins (V3 and V4) whereas four i/p pins
(YSEL, SAEN, BTL, and BTLBAR)

FIGURE 12. Single-bit 6T-SRAM CTDSA architecture schematic.

CWD, 6T-SRAM, CDSA, CTDSA, and VLSA as shown
in Figure:11, Figure 12, and Figure 13, respectively [71].

A. CWD WORKING AND SCHEMATIC
The circuit of write driver (CWD) writes the data in the 6T-
SRAM. CWD decreases the write margin. The role of the
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FIGURE 13. Single-bit 6T-SRAM VLSA architecture schematic.

circuit is to charge or unload the bit lines to the desired bit
in the memory cell. It is a ten-transistor design having five
Pmos (PM1, PM2, PM3, PM4, and PM5) and five Nmos
(NM0, NM1, NM2, NM3, NM4, and NM5). It has two input
pins, WE and DATA, and two output pins, BTL and BTLBAR,
connected to the 6T-SRAM access transistors. The data that
users desire would be reported to bit lines if they were loaded
into CWD. It is seen in Figure 14 that if WE are HIGH, the
DATA pin value will be stored on the bit lines [72]. Data is
written to 6T-SRAM using CWD.

FIGURE 14. CWD schematic.

B. 6T–SRAM CELL WORKING AND SCHEMATIC
6T-SRAM has named six random-access static transistors.
It has a property for a long time before the power supply
is supplied to store the data [73]. 6T-SRAM cells are made
up of two CMOS (CMOS latch) transistors that are back-
to-back and each of which is dependent on the data in the
other two transistors (i.e., single-bit). Bit lines provide access
to the data stored in the 6T-SRAM. It is the most common
memory cell because it is the least stable and dissipates the
least static electricity. As shown in Figure 15, when WL Is
HIGH, the access transistors can perform read and write oper-
ations restricted to the cell’s bit lines [74]. This 6T-SRAM
comprises two cross-connected CMOS inverters (two pull-
up transistors (PM6 AND PM7), two pull-down transistors
(NM6 AND NM7), and two access transistors (NM8 AND
NM9). Each bit is a 6T-SRAM which holds two-transistor

cross-connected inverters. In this storage cell, there are two
stable states equivalent to 0 and 1 [75].

FIGURE 15. 6T- SRAM cell schematic.

C. SENSE AMPLIFIER
The sensing amplifier is a component of the memory cache
design. One of the bits is drained by reading, while the other
remains at the power supply. The delayed release is caused
by the VAST bit lines capacity and the limited access to the
bit cell transistors. A slight discrepancy is broadened by the
SA between the bit line voltages and the digital levels [76].

1) CDSA WORKING AND SCHEMATIC
As shown in figure, one-bit line, as shown in figure 16,
releases while the other is still at a voltage. this is achieved by
SA enhancing minor changes in the voltages of the bit line on
digital levels [77]. The current sensory differential amplifier
is split into two parts:

a) current circuit of transportation with current unit gain
transfer characteristics,

b) current differential sensing detects differential current
detection amplifier.

The internal nodes SA1and SA2 are already set up using a
Pmos to have the same delay and latching time for each read
cycle. The second current sense amplifier, which is used to
measure the amount of current, is connected to the output of
the current-transport circuit.

2) CTDSA WORKING AND SCHEMATIC
CTDSA is the part that picks up on the difference in the
amount of electricity that flows. PMOS transistors with pos-
itive feedback are used in this case. there are four PMOS
transistors (PM8, PM9, PM10, AND PM11) with positive
feedback. Internal nodes SA1 and SA2 are already set up to
have the same delay and latching time each time they are read.
The output of the current-transport circuit is connected to the
second current sense amplifier.

The charge will be transferred from the high bit-line capac-
ity to the low-capacity amplifiers SA5 and SA6. The swing of
the bit line is shallow and the velocity relatively HIGH [78].
The second portion of CTDSA latches the output of common
gate amplifier nodes SA5 and SA6 and forms a cross-coupled
inverter from transistors PM18, PM19, PM20, NM12,
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FIGURE 16. CDSA schematic.

FIGURE 17. CTDSA schematic.

AND NM13. When SAEN falls below a certain threshold,
CTDSA is activated. Assume bit-line BTLBAR falls LOW
and its voltage moves to Vb + |Vtp|, causing voltage PM13
to enter the sub-threshold zone of operation, stopping the
charging of output node SA6, while the other bit-line stays
HIGH and node SA5 is charged HIGH, as illustrated in
figure 17 [79].

3) VLSA WORKING AND SCHEMATIC
Figure 18 depicts the VLSA design, and the differential
voltage on the bit lines are resolved to a full swing at the
output by the inverters PM10, PM11, NM10, AND NM11.
This architecture’s internal nodes are pre-charged using the
bit-lines [80]. A voltage differential between the input bit
lines and the circuit’s internal nodes is created by the circuit
design directly.When theWL is HIGH and before the sensing
amplifier is triggered, NM12 is off and pass transistors PM8
and PM9 are on. As the differential on the bit lines grows,
the internal nodes of the SA have an acceptable voltage dif-
ference. The four cross-coupled inverters PM10 and PM11,

FIGURE 18. VLSA schematic.

as well as the two n-channel NM10 and NM11 amplifiers,
boost the sense signal SAEN when it is asserted [81].

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, all the circuit output waveform has been elab-
orated. Analysis of different parameters such as the number
of transistors and consumption of power of varying architec-
ture has been compared. After applying techniques of power
reduction over other blocks in architecture, consumption of
power and the number of transistors were analyzed.

FIGURE 19. CWD waveform.

Figure 19 shows the CWD output waveform. It can be
described in four cases:

Case a): WE are LOW, and DATA is LOW BTL = HIGH
and BTLBAR = HIGH,

Case b): WE are HIGH and DATA is LOW BTL = LOW
and BTLBAR = HIGH,

Case c): DATA is High andWE are LOW, BTL =BTLBAR =

HIGH/2
Case d): DATA IS HIGH, AND WE ARE HIGH BTL =

HIGH AND BTLBAR = LOW.
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Figure 20 depicts the 6T-SRAM process in writing and
holding. A pull-up network PM6 and PM7 are the transistors
of the pull-up network, NM8 and NM9 are access transistors,
and NM6 AND NM7 are pull-down network transistors that
enable the storage of data and sensing amplification for data
reading. There are two basic rules that cells must follow to
work well with 6T-SRAM.
• The Nmos (NM6 and NM7) pull-down network transis-
tors must be approximately equal to or more potent than
the access transistors (NM8 andNM9). This rule ensures
read operation stability.

• The Pmos (PM6 and PM7) pull-up network transistors
should be approximately equal to or less than the access
transistor (NM8 and NM9). This rule ensures that the
value stored in the bit-cell is exchanged during the write
operation.

FIGURE 20. 6T-SRAM waveform.

Figure 21 shows the CDSA read process; as both SAEN and
WL are pulled HIGH, only SA senses 6T-SRAM data at bit
lines and outputs at V3 and V4 during that period
The bit-lines and the output nodes SA1 and SA2 are pre-

charged. YSEL is HIGH, PCH is LOW, PM8 and PM9 are in
active mode due to, while PM10 and PM11 are in the cut-off
mode, which causes data at bit lines in the form of current to
be stopped at nodes SA1 and SA2 and charge the bit lines,
causing nodes SA3 and SA4 to be pre-discharged to ground
as because PM12 and PM13 are in active mode, WL is LOW,
i.e., no YSEL is LOWduring the evaluation phase, pre-charge
circuits remain high to pre-charge the bit lines, and PM8 and
PM9 are cut-off.

Figure 22 depicts CTDSA reading operation while the
SAEN =HIGH andWL =HIGH amplifiers are active. While
PM10, PM11, AND PM12 are in the cut-off mode, data on
the bit-lines is passed from 6TSRAM to SA at nodes SA1 and
SA2. WL of 6T-SRAM remains HIGH for reading operation,
i.e., access transistors are turned on, andBTL is LOW.BTLBAR
is HIGH, indicating that the voltage difference at the output
(V3 and V4) is HIGH. SAEN is LOW (for half positive cycle
of WL) SA detects the difference between BTL and BTLBAR,

FIGURE 21. CDSA waveform.

FIGURE 22. CTDSA waveform.

and the stored data is detected because PM16, PM17, AND
PM18 are in activemode if BTLBAR is discharging.When BTL
is HIGH, the output nodes SA5 are charged to HIGH, and
stored data can be sensed via V3. YSEL is LOW, pre-charge
circuits are HIGH TO pre-charge the bit-lines, data on the
bit-lines is passed from 6T-SRAM to SA, WL of 6T-SRAM
is HIGH for reading operation, and BTL is LOW.
The VLSA reading operation is shown in Figure 23, while

the SAEN = HIGH and WL = HIGH amplifiers are opera-
tional during the reading operation. Table 1 compares single-
bit 6T-SRAM cdsa architecture, single-bit 6T-SRAM ctdsa
architecture, and single-bit 6T-SRAM VLSA architecture
parameters at various resistance values. The table shows that
the transition between 6T-SRAM and SA in a given archi-
tecture does not affect other parameters. Table 1 shows that
single-bit 6T-SRAMCDSA architecture consumes 13.96µW
of power with 33 transistors, the lowest of all the architectures
at R = 42.3K�. in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4,
CP denotes consumption of power, nt indicates the number
of transistors
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FIGURE 23. VLSA waveform.

TABLE 1. Single-bit 6T-SRAM SA architecture different parameters
at VDD = 1.2V, C = 6.09fF.

TABLE 2. Single-bit 6T-SRAM SA architecture different parameter analysis
on applying TPR over 6T- SRAM in architecture at VDD = 1.2V, C = 6.09fF.

In Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4, PRDST denotes power
reduction dual sleep technique, PRSTT denotes power reduc-
tion sleep transistor technique, PRSST denotes power reduc-
tion sleep stack technique, prfst denote power reduction
forced stack technique.

Table 2 compares the consumption of power and area (in
terms of the number of transistors) of single-bit 6T-SRAM
SA architecture and concludes that single-bit 6T-SRAMwith
PRFST CDSA architecture consumes 12.10µW of power
with 35 transistors, which is the lowest as compared to other
transistors.

Table 3 compares the consumption of power and area (in
terms of the number of transistors) of single-bit 6T-SRAMSA
architecture and concludes that single-bit 6T-SRAM VLSA
with PRFST in architecture consumes 13.57µW of power
with 31 transistors, which is the lowest when compared to
other architectures.

Table 4 compares the consumption of power and area
(in terms of the number of transistors) of single-bit
6T-SRAMSA architecture when TPR is applied to 6T-SRAM

TABLE 3. Single-bit 6T-SRAM SA Architecture Different Parameter
Analysis on Applying TPR over SA in Architecture at
VDD = 1.2V, C = 6.09fF.

TABLE 4. Single-bit 6T-SRAM SA architecture analysis of different
parameters on applying TPR over 6T-SRAM and SA in
architecture at VDD = 1.2V, C = 6.09fF.

and SA (such as CDSA, CTDSA, and VLSA) and describes
the different parameters on using TPR to 6T-SRAM and SA
(such as CDSA, CTDSA, and VLSA). As a result, single-bit
6T- SRAM with PRDST VLSA with PRDST in architecture
consumes 11.62µW of power with 33 transistors, which is
the lowest among the others.

VI. CONCLUSION
The paper describes the implementation and analysis of a
single-bit 6T-SRAM SA architecture made up of 6TSRAM,
CWD, AND different types of SA such as CDSA, CTDSA,
and VLSA. Apart from IT, all the architecture consumption
of power and number of transistors has been analyzed at
different values of resistance (such as R = 42.3� and R =
42.3K�) which acts as a connector between 6T-SRAM cell
and sense amplifier. People in today’s world want a device
that can be easily portable from one location to another,
so they require a device that consumes LOWpower bymarket
and user requirements. Furthermore, power reduction tech-
niques are used to optimize the consumption of power of
architectures, power reduction techniques are applied over
different blocks of architectures, such as 6T-SRAMANDSA.
The conclusion arises that single-bit 6T-SRAM with PRDST
VLSA with PRDST in architecture consumes 11.65µW of
power and has 33 transistors which are the lowest among the
other architectures. There will always be a tradeoff between
power consumption and area. In the future, researchers can
use this work in the form of an array.
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